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Arthrogryposis Multiplex Congenita

Abstract
Arthrogryposis multiplex congenita (AMC) refers to the
congenital development of multiple joint contractures
affecting two or more areas of the body.1 . This presentation
is often accompanied by additional anomalies such as
pulmonary hypoplasia, cryptorchidism, congenital heart
defects, tracheoesophageal fistulas, inguinal hernias, cleft
palate, and eye abnormalities2,3. Anatomic changes and
differing manifestations of symptoms can create anesthetic
plan obstacles for patients undergoing surgical procedures .
This is particularly relevant for AMC patients as they
commonly undergo multiple orthopedic procedures in
addition to procedures that alleviate secondary
manifestations.
The goal of this abstract is to shed light on this rare
disorder and to discuss anesthetic considerations that
accompany these patients, including, but not limited to,
airway management, ventilatory settings, and choice of
anesthetic medications.

Anesthetic Course

•

Arthrogryposis multiplex congenita (AMC) refers to the congenital development of multiple
joint contractures affecting two or more areas of the body.

•

AMC affects approximately 1 in 3,000 individuals in the United States.2

•

AMC is not a specific diagnosis, but rather a physical symptom that can be associated with
many different medical conditions. 2

•

It is suspected that AMC is related to decreased fetal movement during development which
can have a variety of different causes, including environmental factors (i.e. maternal illness,
limited space), single gene changes (autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, Xlinked), chromosomal abnormalities and various syndromes. 2,3

•

•

Depending on the underlying genetic cause, it may be inherited in an autosomal
recessive, autosomal dominant or X-linked manner. Many are thought to
have multifactorial inheritance.2,3

General Anesthesia LMA : Size 4.0
Position: Lateral, PIV 20g R forearm
Induction: Propofol 200mg, Lidocaine 100mg, Fent
50mg
Maintenance: Propofol Drip
Pain Control Fent Pushes PRN total 100mcg
PONV ppx ondansetron
Procedure Time : 27 minutes
Anesthesia time: 71 minutes
Postoperative Period VS 112/70, 97 HR, 15 RR, 36 T,
96% O2

Conclusion

The lifespan of an individual with arthrogryposis is usually normal but may be altered by
heart defects or central nervous system problems.2
•

Though it is a rare disorder, anesthetic planning is
especially important for AMC patients as they commonly
undergo multiple orthopedic procedures in addition to
procedures that alleviate secondary manifestations of
their disease.

•

AMC is often accompanied by additional anomalies
such as:
o

A newborn with AMC6

Case Report

22 yo AAF
PMHX: GERD, depression, anxiety, Arthrogryposis
Multiplex Congenita
PSurgHx: b/l hip sx, b/l club foot correction, b/l knee
and ankle orthopedic contracture release and joint
procedures
Home Meds: none
Allergies: none
Social: ETOH/Marijuana user occasional, denies daily
use, denies smoking hx
Family Hx: “Mother “coded” during C/S under general
anesthesia in 2008”
Other: pt is wheelchair bound since toddler
Procedure/Indication: Abscess I&D L buttock

•

Anesthetic Considerations
1.

Difficult airway – micrognathia, high arched palate, cervical spine instability (under development of
first and second cervical vertebra)

2.

Malignant hyperthermia (MH) – some variants of AMC have been associated with MH - avoid
triggering agents such as Succinylcholine and inhalational anesthetic agents

Much of the available literature on this topic focus on
anesthetic considerations for pediatric patients with
AMC, however our case is an example in a young adult
patient.
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Myopathy – increased sensitivity and prolonged duration of neuromuscular blockers.
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Cardio-respiratory – increased sensitivity to induction agents. They may have a high risk of
postoperative respiratory depression and patients are prone to aspiration.
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Difficult regional blockade – spine anomalies, difficult access to nerves due to joint contractures, some
variants have self limited anterior horn disease

6.

Difficult IV access – reduced subcutaneous tissue and tense skin.

7.

Difficult positioning – joint contractures and reduced muscle mass.

Pulmonary hypoplasia, cryptorchidism,
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fistulas, abnormalities of gastric mucosa,
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